
google ads
In this Google Ads bundle we will be talking about keywords,

common mistakes people make when running Google Ads brought

to you by our Google Ads expert!

A great bundle to get you started with Google Ads

Any questions? Contact us

info@thelandscaperscircle.co.uk
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1.keywords
Lets get straight into Google Ads and most importantly look at your keywords.

There are three things to look at with keywords::

• Finding the right key word and making sure that you have traffic going through it
• Negative keywords
• Match types

Finding traffic

Have a look at how many people are searching for things – use the chrome browser
add on ‘keywords everywhere’

When you type a search into Google this tool will tell you how many people are
searching for this keyword/term

There is a lot of people who think they hadve a good keyword but when they use
this tool find out that there is no-one searching for it. Therefore not such a good
keyword or search term after all.

Use Google suggestions – type in landscaping or garden design and Google will
suggest other search terms that people are searching for.

Once you have all these keywords and search terms you then need to group them
into AD GROUPS.

Examples of Ad Groups:

• Landscaping
• Driveways
• Garden Design
• Patios



YOUR WEBSITE
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For each ad group you will then set up a number of ads specific to the ad group topic.

I.e. Driveways Ad Group = adverts that talk only about driveways, has the driveway
specific keywords and the website page you direct the advert to must be relevant so in
tnis case your driveway page

Now lets brainstorm your keywords and group them into different ad groups. 
Remember to use Google suggestions and the tool (you need to download this in 

Google Chrome) Keywords Everywhere to do this
Spend some time on this to make sure your keywords have traffic and are going 

to work for your ads
(use the notes section below)

NOTES:
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Negative Keywords

Negative keywords are really important. Within Adwords in the control panel you
have the option to add a keyword list and a negative keyword list.

If you Google negative keywords it will give you a common list of negative keywords
you should use such as: qualifications, pictures, recruitment etc

Download the negative keyword list that we have available in the downloads

Negative keywords are really important for your ad campaign as you do not want to
be using your ad spend on enquiries from these type of keywords that are not going to
convert into acyual customers.

Have a think about the words and phrases that you absolutely do not want to bid on

Match Types

Three main of match types within Google Ads

1. Broad Match
2. Phrase Match
3. Exact Match

If you have a high traffic keyword and you want to show one ad to one page so
everything is really relevant then you need to use EXACT MATCH.

This means that your advert will only ever be triggered for that exact search term i.e.
‘landscaping companies’ search will only trigger that keyword so if someone types in
landscape companies it won’t show your ad.

PHRASE MATCH is where you are looking for very close variants of a keyword to then
trigger your ad. You then do not need hundreds of different keywords. I.e. you can put
in ‘landscaping companies’ and your ad will trigger for landscape companies,
landscaping companies, landscape company + town name etc. Phrase match is what
we use most often.
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BROAD MATCH is what Google uses as a default when you set up your Google Ad
campaigns. You need to be really careful using broad match as your ad can trigger for
nearly anything that closely resembles the keyword you are bidding on. I.e.
‘landscaping companies’ will rank for accounting companies because they both have
the word companies in! This is a common mistake and the best way people waste
their budget

To re-cap:

1. Find the right keywords ensure there is traffic going through them
2. Organise into Ad Groups
3. Set up negative keyword list (or download ours)
4. Watch your match types – DON’T USE BROAD MATCH

Make any more notes here:
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2. Website/Landing Pages
1. Conversion Tracking
2. Landing Pages
3. Landing Page Optimisation

Conversion Tracking

It is vital to be set up on your adwords campaign then you are simply blindly
putting out ads. If you don’t set this up you won’t know what keywords turn into
enquiries and you can’t tweak ads and keywords.

There are three main types of conversion tracking:

1. Call tracking on an Ad– you can list a telephone number on Google Ads which
Google will turn into a unique number that directs to your phone number. This
will then track when someone calls you and attribute it to that ad & keywords.

2. Call tracking on your website – when a person clicks through from your
Google Ad to your website then your phone number dynamically changes so we
can track this conversion and where it has come from - i.e. from a specific
Google Ad/ keyword. This requires a piece of code to be placed on your website
through Google Tag Manager (you may need more guidance on this)

3. Contact Form tracking – when someone submits a new enquiry via a contact
form on your website you ideally need this to then direct to a page that says
”thanks for your enquiry – one of the team will be in touch with you soon”.
Then what you can do is set up a lead conversion code in Google Ads. All you do
is add this code to that thank you page and this code tells Google that if
someone has loaded this page it means they have gotten in touch and
converted. So by adding that thank you page with the lead conversion code
onto it Google knows that the ad has converted to a lead.

The beauty of having conversion tracking set up is that you can then optimise your
campaigns to bring in more enquiries. You can see what keywords are working
best, what time of day you get more conversions – therefore you can bid more for
clicks at these optimum times of day.
Having the pixel allows you to make a custom audience that includes people who
have visited your website.
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The second vital mistake we see many people do is linking all their Google Ads to the
home page of their website! Your home page is relevant for so many different
keywords. What we need to do is make sure that your ad links to a page on your
website that it is relevant for i.e. Driveways Ad = Driveway page on website

This is what we call landing pages. Google actually give you cheaper clicks by how
relevant the keyword phrase is they have typed in Google triggers the relevant ad and
this links to a relevant landing page. This will give you a higher QUALITY SCORE
which means cheaper clicks.

I.e. if we are bidding on the keyword phrase ‘landscaping company’ and we put them
through to a landing page on your website called artificial grass then the relevancy
drops off and Google charge you more per click.

So what we need to do is increase your quality scores by increasing the relevancy
from that search term to the Google Ad that you display, through to the landing page
that it goes to. If you make all three of these relevant then your quality score goes up.

NEVER put people through to your home page from a Google Ad due to relevancy and
also this page is not optimised for conversions. Leading us straight into…

Landing Page Optimisation

We need to make sure that as people are coming onto your website from Google Ad
campaigns then we need to make them convert! Think about the barriers to purchase
/contact you. You need to show you are a reputable company, that you have completed
work that they are looking to have done in the past, you have good testimonials and
any accreditations. Plus can you talk about budgets and work starting from £XXXX?

Once someone knows that information then they are hopefully going to submit a
contact form. We recommend having a contact form at the top of every landing
page next to some key information about how you can help them

Next, give them more information and another contact form and continue in this way
until you have answered any questions that they could possibly have about your
company and what services you offer that are relevant to them.

DOWNLOAD OUR EXAMPLE LANDING PAGE FOR MORE
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Brainstorming session: What are the questions that your customers want
answers to? What information will they want to know about you? What pages
on your website can you optimise as landing pages for specific Google Ads to
go to? (download our landing page template now!)



3. Optimisation
All about the monitoring and optimisation of your Google Adword campaigns. We
will be talking about:
1. Software Tool – saves hours of time number crunching
2. Ad Positioning – something many people mess up

Software Tool

OPTEO.COM – 30 day free trial

After you have signed up, you then grant it access to your Google Adwords account. It
will then analyse all the data and give you suggestions based on that data. Such as;
pausing a particular ad that is not generating as many enquiries as another ad,
changing time of day, changing keyword bids and on some campaigns it will even say
change gender targeting. It looks at the conversion data that we have worked with
before and figures out which ads, which searches are converting the most into
enquiries and then helps optimise your budget into the right areas.

It is a pricey campaign particularly if you are only running one campaign. We
suggest that you start a Google Ads campaign let it run for 2-3 weeks THEN sign
up to Opteo for the 30 day free trial. So that it already has some data to look
back on in your campaign to then make suggestions and optimisations on.

Ad Positioning

A common misconception is that you need to be position number 1 in order to
generate leads from them. If you choose to be ranking at the number 1 spot what it
means is that you will be spending a lot of money to do so – up to 50% more!!!

What we find is it is better to be in position 2 or 3 and pay less per click for the
privilege and that means you are still in a good position to get enquiries as customers
usually get two or three quotes for their landscaping project.
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The easiest way to change your positioning is to change the amount you are willing to
bid per click this is called your cost per click.

That is something Opteo can keep track of and if you choose not to use this tool then
you must keep a close eye on the positioning of your ad. Try not to be spending an
extra premium on being number 1. You can check within your adwords account,
among the columns you can enable a column called estimated top position bid and
estimated 1st page bid. We suggest you look at estimated 1st page bid and just
increase your bid so that you don’t appear a the bottom of the page. But you will
notice a big difference from the estimated top position bid vs the estimated 1st page
bid.

Ultimately we don’t want to spend too much money and we want to be getting as
many clicks as we can for our budget.

HINT: don’t put your bids up to be in 1st position as you will just exhaust your budget 
very quickly!

Make any notes here:
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In the downloads section you will find everything you need to get you set up quickly
and easily on Google Ads.

If you need any further help on anything Google Ads related just get in touch with
us at info@thelandscaperscircle.co.uk

Don’t forget we have a live Q&A on Google Ads on Instagram on Wednesday 15th

May and register for our Google Ads Webinar running on Tuesday 28th May at
7.30pm - click here to register: https://www.thelandscaperscircle.co.uk/test-drive-tlc
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